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Kuijua Jiografia – Learning Geography 

 
“Take a piece of paper from the envelope. What does it say?” 
“Botswana” 
“Where is it on the map? Remember it is a part of COSAFA – the Confederation of Southern African 
Football Associations. So, it will be in what part of the continent of Africa? 
“Hmmm, this part?  (pointing to lower Africa)” 
“Yes, very good! So keep looking…..Great you got it! 
 
“On your shirt is written ‘Hecho en Mexico” I said to the daily banana 
seller. “I will buy all your bananas if you can find Mexico on the map 
behind you!”  After 7 minutes she found it.  I bought her 36 bananas for 
3600 Tanzanian shillings ($1.60).  She continued to study and discuss the 
map and countries with my team for 30 more minutes. 
 
Two secondary students are taking the challenge to find the 20 most 
populated countries the world.  Each draws a country in their turn and must  
find it.  Also on the country card is the rank, population, and persons per sq. kilometer.  Pakistan was 
found, but now they must say the size of the population, 188,924,870 (mia 
moja themanini na nane milioni, laki tisa ishirini na nne elfu, mia nane na 
sabini). To our surprise, to say such a number is quite a challenge here and 
thus an added dimension to our geography challenges. 
These are the test rounds to our new educational efforts.  So far, the 
response is very positive. 
 
The above comments where written in June. These initial games have 
turned into a formal program: 
 
Over the past three years I have been studying Informal Learning and 
Museum Studies at Michigan State University. Kuijua Jiografia – “To 
Know Geography is an experiment to see if a community-focused museum 
program, building upon local passion for international football leagues and 
competitions, can succeed in igniting an increased interest in learning for 
school children and the general public.   
 



We learn best when we can add new knowledge to that with which we are familiar. It is for this reason 
ADEA/MaKuYa is building this programming on the local passion and knowledge of football leagues 
and competitions.  A surprising number of the world’s countries names are well known locally (not to 
mention cities such as Manchester, Lyon, and Barcelona), but where in the world are these places?  
Through following football competitions across Africa and around the world (in particular the 2018 
World Cup in Russia), we are devising games that not only locate these countries on the world map, but 
also establish their relationship to other countries, the continents and major bodies of water.   
Conversations shared around maps lead to conversations that move beyond football to world trade 
routes, location of global conflicts, access to water, natural barriers, climate, and colonization. Our aim 

is the development of programming including competitions and 
games to explore if these are effective and enjoyable teaching 
strategies for students, teachers, and general visitors in the context 
of educationally underserved Tanzanian communities.  The initial 
response to our pilot project are very positive.  
 
Here are some comments documented by our museum manager, 
Chilumba Saidi, in his July 17 – August 5 weekly reports. I love 
reading these comments: 
 

4 Visitors visited the museum. They said the education providing here are tangible from what we learn 
from school. Because today we without knowing what we will achieve and we don’t have place to 
keep data, we shall come again with note book to write different information since this is heritage for 
future use.  
3 Students visited the museum. They said we head about learning geography. I asked about how do 
they understand and some color represent on map, also important of Key on the map. They came with 
their geography exercise book so for the place which does not remember they opened their book to 
prove and remind more. They said thanks for the class we shall come again once we get another time. 
2 Students visited the museum. They come with some questions like why there is zone. They gave the 
example of it like Northern Africa, Southern Africa, and East Africa. I showed them the compass 
direction and its functions they said excellence for helping us to get such knowledge.  
1 visitor visited the museum and geography room from Tunduru. He was elder who saw the sign of 
Kuijua Geografia and he asked the goal of the room, he learned all map and when we came into New 
East Africa map he saw the village where he come from. He said the name of the village was originated 
due to arrive of grand of my father called Mtarika who was a Chief of the area.  After more than 1:30 
hours he asked me again are you a teacher? And where are you teaching? When I told him I’m not a 
teacher at any school he said why you’re here and not school? Then he visited the museum he saw 
most of things which used by his father like wooden shoes where he said my father has three pair with 
different style but my brother didn’t keep it I will ask once I go. At the end after getting information 
I requested him to record he said for today not possible but he will come for such special event. He 
said he will come with other relative since we reminded far from his life. 
 5 Students visited the geography room. They said we like the last weekend lesson and we plan to 
request you this program to be continue as learning club and we shall motivate other students to 
participate on thin program.  
2 students visited the museum but after 10 minutes we visited the geography room. I started by 
introducing to them the goals of the room, then I gave them a game of identifying the continents, then 
the countries which participated on FIFA tournament which ended last month in Russia. It was good 



to them since they wrote the question with answer for future. Also, they said we shall be coming time 
after time. 
2 students visited the museum, and those were who came on Tuesday, they said from what we had 
learn yesterday it will make us to be active and competence on geography. We shall tell our fellow 
students the valuable material available here. 

14 visitors visited the museum and geography room. 11 were Sisters from St. Michel seminary who 
visited the museum. They were very happy to lean the southern Culture also when they visited to the 
geography room they said this big challenge since we know different countries by name but it’s very 
difficult to identify the location of such place. 3 were students who visited the map room. They said 
this is helpful for us since in our school no maps no calendar, so it will be the class for us.  
 13 visitors visited the geography room. 2 were young, I told them to see the geography room and 
they played the game to identify the African countries. 11 students visited the geography room. They 
learn Tanzania and Africa map. They said very interesting lessons to us. 
5 pupils visited the museum. They said the map will help us to love geography subject so we shall 
keep coming for learning. I gave the board to sketch the African continent they said nice for practicing 
to draw, they went out to practice without looking the map of Africa, but challenge was the border 
between African and Asia across Red sea. Other they included red sea as part of Africa and other it in 
Asia.  

2 visitors visited the museum. We spend more than three hours even to late getting lunch. They likely 
geography room since we passed all the game questions sometime they were challenging themselves 
about what they understand among themselves. Among of the thing was the issue Canada why not in 
separate continent with Northern American? Also, they were looking the largest Ocean in the world, 
Caribbean countries it’s found in which continent? But the color from the world map helped the 
answer the questions clearly to them. At the end, they said this is place where you can spend the time 
and get the life advantage for exploring the information.  
3 Teachers visited the museum. After they visited the geography room. It was lesson to them since 
they wondered why the important material are available in private institution like here but in 
government it difficult. Our coming its motivation to the school to tell them that everything is possible 
if there is intention to do. There were happy to see different maps but good enough even for them to 
understand the Tanzania regions and new East African countries. They said they will invite other 
teachers to allow student to visit here for leaning. 
2 visitors visited the museum from Korea. They asked about taking photos in museum and they were 
happy to be allowed for pictures. And when we came into geography room, it was very interesting 
one among of them when she shown the place by name where she lives and she was trying to show 
how do they move from one place to another. But they said thank for reminding us some places 
through maps. 
 7 Students visited the geography room. Among of them there is young boy class II. They were 
looking for Continents by picking from the envelope. So, the kid won the competition, he understands 
the continent very quickly through color and he get 3 among of the 7 continents. I give him the gift of 
one pencil with Pen to motivate them. Apart from them they learn the destination through mentioning 
some football players they knew by where it’s original home country, country playing and continent 
where they play. So, it helped to mention more than 20 players and it was part of understanding the 
place one among of them he said I knew Neymary player playing in Barcelona from Brazil but see the 



 
This project will be the focus of my dissertation, and something we want to keep going into 2018.  I am 

seeking funding support from various embassies which celebrated football/soccer teams.  But 
contributions from individuals are needed to keep the museum open (less than $800 a month). If you 

know anyone or any donor organization who might be interested to support our museum or this 
initiative please let me know.  Many thanks. 

 

The District Six Museum in Cape Town, South Africa 
Challenge the model and focus of a museum 

 
 Prior to coming to Tanzania in early June, I spent eight weeks in South Africa. As a part of my PhD 
program focus on Museum Studies.  I fulfilled my museum internship requirement at the District Six 
Museum in Cape Town.  This museum emerged from the “Hands Off District Six” political movement 
of the late 1980s and early 90’s to stop the proposed construction of a White’s Only neighborhood 
during the apartheid era. District Six, a formally multi-racial neighborhood located beside downtown 
Cape Town, experienced the forced relocation of it nearly 60,000 multi-racial residents to racially 
segregated neighborhoods built by the apartheid government – far away from the residents’ beloved 
ocean and Table Mountain. Over a thirty-year period this neighborhood was demolished as alternative 
housing projects were constructed elsewhere.  By the late 1980’s global politics had changed enough 
that voices of resistance from former District Six residents could be heard, and the majority of 
construction plans were halted. 
 
From these “Hand Off District Six” conversations and shared memories the District Six museum in 
1989 emerged; the first museum established in the new South Africa. The museum has expanded to 
include memorabilia, artifacts, and the recorded stories from the demolished community.  Museum 
activities include former residents serving as guides and docents; programming for “Born Free” 
students (youth born post 1989) and other concerned groups to educate on the history and residues of 
the apartheid era; community social-justice related activities; and weekly gatherings for former District 
Six residents around arts, sharing histories, training to be guides, and land restitution issues (to name a 
few).  
  
Primary take aways that impact our MaKuYa museum: 
 
1. The truth can be relative, contradictory and romanticized.  The D6M collects accounts of a former 

life in a place that is no more. It is to be expected that memories will be biased, and even 
romanticized. Each resident will recall relationships, politics, and mentalities differently based on 
age, gender, faith, economic status, and more.  Instead of fighting or resisting conflicting accounts, 
D6M welcomes them as a part of the community experience.  It is not a place for apartheid history 
on a national level, but to experience the traumatic human impact of one of the many inhuman 
policies of apartheid.  

 
This idea freed me in the collection of historic facts of Mtwara, Tanzania to welcome a diversity of 
stories and interpretations. We can share them freely, seeing them as a diversity of windows into the 
lives and community here. 
 

distance from Brazil to Europe its very far. So, it seems that they can determine the distance if 
somebody going to certain country, they can feel how and where the country is. 



2. The D6M is dedicated to recording the stories of former residents in audio and video form to assure 
they are not lost.   They can be made available to researchers, as well as the current museum 
community depending on the capacity to make them available through short videos presented on 
the internet or in exhibits. 

 
The stories of local lives in Mtwara is the true treasure of the region.  Beyond the clay pots, palm 
baskets, gourds and wooden masks we have collected or seen, we have had the privilege to hear the 
accounts of several local elders’ lives, plus histories and traditions in the villages on the coast and 
inland.  We have heard stories on how they married (who, and why), how the lives of boys and girls 
were different, the games that once were played, the medicines they used to use, the foods they used to 
eat, and the superstitions they believed related to nature and spirits.   With Sefu – a 79-year-old 
member of our team, passionate for this activity, it would be a dream to have an ongoing recording 
“booth” – not unlike Story Core in the USA – to gather the stories 
of the people. 
 
3. The District Six residents as first priority.  The D6M’s first 

priority is to the former residents: to give them a place and 
develop events where they can share their stories and enjoy each 
other’s company.  Second priority is the Born Free generation 
1989 who never lived under the apartheid rule. And lastly the 
visitor.    

 
The D6M is primarily there for the community – it is a Community Museum, established for the needs 
of the community and the benefit of its members.  The majority of the visitors to our Mtwara museum 
are the local Tanzanians.  How can we make our museum more valuable than just a window into the 
past – but also glasses or binoculars to help people into the future; to help them better understand or 
engage in things which impact their lives in the present and even think about where they want and 
need to go in the future. 

 

Keep it simple 
Though I no longer intend to live full time in Africa, the MaKuYa team and beneficiaries have 
passionately asked me to not end the project nor my role in leadership.  During my weeks here, we are 
discussing how they can to contribute more to the leadership and sustainability of this museum.  
 
One lesson I have learned from 15 years in Tanzania is if I want them to manage things themselves, I 
must keep work expectations and activities simple, clear and as few as possible. Over the past year 
while I have been away, I have required the following: 
 
1. Be open during stated operational hours 
2. Keep it clean and keep the information signs on the wall 
3. Produce a weekly report of museum visitors and activities 
4. Produce a monthly financial and museum report. 
 
When I arrived on June 4th the museum was in excellent condition – clean and organized!  Over the 
year they have initiated relationships with teachers and students.  Since January of this year we have 
had over 1000 visitors.  875 were students! 



 

Sefu Johana joins the team as a volunteer 
In my past e-mail I introduced you to Saidi Chilumba – the museum 
manager/curator, and Filbert Emanueli who maintains the facilities and 
helps curate in busy times. We have invited Sefu Joseph to join our team 
(as a volunteer per his wishes). Sefu, who is 79 years old, initially joined 
us in our investigative efforts to collect the stories of elders. Having lived 
in Europe, Sefu is fluent in English and has a great passion for local 
history.   He is an asset during question and answer times with the 

students.  He will head the oral history recording program when funds allow us to do this. 
 

Professional note (Sorry no spiritual note this time).  
 

    Sometimes, when we reflect upon our professional selves, we can be tempted to spend considerable 
time and energy to equalize our skill sets by improving where we see we are week.  However, it has 
been said that, in the reality of today’s job market, we will never be excellent in the weak areas of our 
skill sets, even with considerable effort.   A more strategic approach is to focus our energies to where 
we are gifted so that we become excellent in those areas, and thus find advantage in the workplace. 

- Learned from a leadership seminar while I was in Michigan 

 
Thanks for reading to the end!   
I will try not to make you wait a year for another newsletter. 
 

Sincerely,     Douglas, Kupikita, Oloikurrukurr      
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